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Need to find a wedding band - but don’t know where to start? 

Enter Freak Music providing the best wedding bands Scotland can offer. The 
new and unique band and DJ booking website has undergone a revolutionary 
re-launch, enabling visitors to look, listen and book their preferred band 
online. 

Set up 10 years ago, Freak Music has been connecting DJ's function and 
wedding bands and to some of Scotland's largest events and high-end bars 
and nightclubs. Now, the highly successful event and music management 
company has enhanced its online presence and booking operation even 
further. 

Jay Feeney, co-founder of Freak Music, says: “Our brand new website has 
undergone a ground-breaking re-launch so that people can book bands and 
DJ’s more quickly and easily in these harder times. The site will have 
particular appeal to Scotland’s major venues as well as private functions and 
weddings.” 

www.freakmusic.co.uk provides only the very best live bands, event 
entertainment, singers and musicians for hire, finding the right artists for the 
right event. 

Visitors to the unique site are able to browse and listen to music genres, 
enter their preferred price, date and venue, with the enquiry sent straight to 
the band to speed up the booking process. 



Scotland’s major venues and organisations, including the Edinburgh Festival 
Fringe, RBS and Universal have benefited from Freak Music’s professionalism 
in presenting niche bands from in and outside the UK. 

For the past decade www.freakmusic.co.uk has provided a unique booking 
portal for DJs and labels. Its expertise lies in venue programming and event 
management, catering for venues across Scotland’s premier establishments. 
The agent takes great pride in covering all spectrums and music budgets. 

Freak Music operates one of the lowest commission fee structures and, in 
most cases; the bands offset this fee from their quote, making it no more 
expensive than booking direct. If site visitors are able to find a better price 
through another agency, Freak Music aims to match or beat it. 

“The technology behind the website is absolutely original so that visitors can 
look, listen and book from an exciting collection of bands,” Feeney explains. 
“We consider the new site to be the best in terms of simplicity and usability 
for booking bands in Scotland with great potential to roll the system out UK-
wide.” 

Freak Music also offers impartial advice to site visitors if they are unsure 
what they’re looking for, or have any doubts or queries about a band that 
interests them. And, where quality control is concerned, the bands listed 
on www.freakmusic.co.uk are considered to be among the most professional. 

“We have received a great deal of repeat bookings from the former site 
which we expect to increase dramatically following the re-launch,” he sums 
up. “Already, site visitors have increased by 75% in a year before the site 
was redesigned. Now we expect the site to break boundaries we once 
thought impossible.” 

Visit www.freakmusic.co.uk to look, listen and book your preferred DJ or 
band, or email general_info@freakmusic.co.uk. 0131 467 2539. 
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